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粤遭泽贼则葬糟贼 Objective to study the relationship between DNA content of nucleus of rectal cancer cell and clinical
sign of rectal cancer and find the mechanism of DNA ploidy's role in tumor genesis and development through the relationship between DNA ploidy and pathological sign so as to provide basis for preoperative tumor complex treatment and resection range. 酝藻贼澡燥凿泽 DNA content was studieel in 87 patieats of rectal cancer with filuores cance

activated cell assay instrument (FCA star model) 砸藻泽怎造贼 The increase of DNA heteroploid was highly associated
with rectal cancer quick genesis, metastasis and differentiation. Along with the metastasis, deeper or larger extent invasion of rectal cancer, the incidence and content of DNA heteroploid increased strikingly. Heteroploid aggregated
mainly in tumor Dukes B and C stage while posterior stage incidence was higher than anterior stage. The 5-year survival rate of patients with DNA heteroploid was significantly lower than DNA diploid (p<0.05). Moreover, the
re-radical operation opportunity of patients with DNA heteroploid will significantly decrease when cancer presents
recurrence or metastasis after rectal cancer radical operation. 悦燥灶糟造怎泽蚤燥灶 The content of DNA ploidy in rectal
cancer patient can be an availability index of preoperative complex treatment, resection range ascertainment and
prognosis estimation.
运藻赠 宰燥则凿泽 rectal carcinoma; DNA ploidy; clinical significance

of DNA content and ploidy in rectal canT hecerstudy
is of great significance to the understanding of
biological behavior of rectal cancer cells, clinical treatment guidance and prognosis estimation. Meanwhile,
the variety of DNA content plays an important role in
carcinoma genesis, development, metastasis and recurrence [1]. The relationship between DNA content and
clinical pathology was studied in 87 patients in this
study. The result indicates that DNA heteroploid has a
close relation to the alteration of carcinoma biological
behavior[2].

酝粤栽耘砸陨粤蕴杂 粤晕阅 酝耘栽匀韵阅杂
悦造蚤灶蚤糟葬造 凿葬贼葬
All the paraffin embedding samples were chosen
from 87 patients who underwent radical operation of
rectal cancer in our hospital from 1996 to 1997. We
chose the patients whose conditions were as the following: 1. Primary rectal cancer case. 2. No radiotherapy
and chemotherapy before operation. 3. Performed radical operation of rectal cancer and was confirmed by
pathological section. The ages of all the patients (male
56, female 31) were from 26 to 73 (average 54.1). The
most symptoms were stool habit alteration, bloody purulent stool, stool deformation as thinner or impression. 61
cases felt uncomfortable because of anal descensus
while 18 cases had rectal incomplete block symptom.

Anal indications: The tumor is located at 2 to 5cm from
anal edge in 42 cases, at 5 to 8cm from anal edge in 33
cases, at 8 to 12cm (can not touch by digital rectal examination) in 12 cases. 56 cases were prominence-bump
type tumor and 31 were ulcer-infiltration type tumor. 47
cases were canalicular adenoma of rectal, 25 were mucinous adenocarcinoma, 12 were papillary adenocarcinoma and 3 had signet-ring cell carcinoma.
孕则藻责葬则葬贼蚤燥灶 燥枣 糟藻造造泽 泽怎泽责藻灶泽蚤燥灶
3 to 5 pieces of 40滋 m thick tissue section were prepared from paraffin embedding tissue and laid in test
tube. 3 to 5ml xylol was added into tube and stored at
room temperature for 48h. 100%, 95%, 70% and 50%
gradient alcohol was added in turn to hydrate at the interval of 10 minutes. Distilled water (3 to 5 ml) was
added and abandoned after 5 minutes. Then 5ml 0.5%
pepsin was added and digested in 37益 constant-temperature water for 30 minutes. The digestion was stopped
by 3 to 5ml normal saline. Cells suspension was collected by 300-well nylon filtration and centrifugated at
1500prm. Before the second centrifugation the cells
were rinsed by normal saline 1 or 2 times. 70% alcohol
was used to fixed cells after the supernatant was abandoned and stored in 4益 refrigeratory. Paraffin section
from normal intestine proximal to carcinoma was used
for inner comparison.
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圆援 云悦酝 凿藻贼藻糟贼蚤燥灶
After centrifugation and abandonment of fixative solution from samples, normal cells were added as inner
standard and ethidium bromide fluorescence dying was
performed. Fluorescence activated cell assay instrument
(FCA star model, produced by USA Becton Dickinson
company) was used. Fluorescence signals from cell
DNA were registered in multipulse assay implement,
showed on screen with histogram and datasheet manner
and then printed out.
猿援 砸藻泽怎造贼 凿藻贼藻则皂蚤灶葬灶贼
Carcinoma cell ploidy was determined by Friedlander criterion, that is, diploid cells had only one G1 peak
value. If there was additional G1 peak on the histogram,
we consider it the cell heteroploid. The DNA content
was recorded as either diploid or heteroploid.
源援 杂怎则增蚤增葬造 则葬贼藻 蚤灶增藻泽贼蚤早葬贼蚤燥灶
Each patient had follow-up survey of 1 to 5 years
and complete reexamination include CEA, SF, ultrasonic examination by Doppler's method of abdominal and
pelvic cavity, X-ray of chest and electronic enteroscope
per 4-6 months. All the patients had integrated survey
record and should be done more reexaminations in order
to get a definitive diagnosis when suspected node was
found.

砸耘杂哉蕴栽杂
阅晕粤 糟燥灶贼藻灶贼 凿藻贼藻糟贼蚤燥灶
All the patient DNA content detections were successful. 32 cases were diploid DNA (36.8%) while 55
cases were heteroploid (63.2%).
栽澡藻 则藻造葬贼蚤燥灶泽澡蚤责 遭藻贼憎藻藻灶 责葬贼澡燥造燥早蚤糟葬造 糟澡葬则葬糟贼藻则蚤泽原
贼蚤糟泽 葬灶凿 阅晕粤 责燥造蚤凿赠
孕葬贼澡燥造燥早蚤糟 糟澡葬灶早藻泽 则葬灶早藻 Length of the (lesion)
tumor pathologic changes was from 2 to 12cm (average
5cm). 20 cases (55.6%) were DNA heteroploid, and 16
cases were diploid in all the 36 cases whose carcinoma
invaded less than 1/2 circumference of rectum. 35 cases
(68.6%) were DNA heteroploid, and 16 cases (invaded
whole circumference) were diploid in all the 51 cases
whose carcinoma invaded more than 1/2 circumference
of rectum.
栽怎皂燥则 责藻灶藻贼则葬贼蚤燥灶 凿藻责贼澡 4 cases invaded in
superficial muscle (DNA diploid 2, heteroploid 2), 15
cases were invaded in deep muscle layer (diploid 4, heteroploid 11), 29 cases were invaded in serous coat
(diploid 10, heteroploid 19) and 39 cases were invaded
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out of serous coat (diploid 16, heteroploid 23). Among
all layers, DNA ploidy had no statistical significance
(责>0.05).
孕葬贼澡燥造燥早蚤糟葬造 糟造葬泽泽蚤枣蚤糟葬贼蚤燥灶 16 cases were
well-differentiated carcinoma (6 heteroploid, 37.5%); 51
cases were middle-differentiated carcinoma (32 heteroploid, 63%); 20 cases were poor-differentiated carcinoma (17 heteroploid, 85%). The incidence of DNA heteroploid in poor-differentiated carcinoma was significantly higher than in well-differentiated or middle-differentiated carcinoma.
陨灶增葬泽蚤燥灶 燥枣 葬凿躁葬糟葬灶贼 贼蚤泽泽怎藻 21 cases had
around tissue invaded. Most of the tissue and organs
were prostate, bladder, posterior wall of vagina and fascia in front of sacrum. Among them the ureter was invaded in 3 cases (1 case has the common iliac artery invaded at the same time). In this group, DNA content detection shown 3 cases of diploid, 18 cases of heteroploid. Among the 66 cases that adjacent tissue and organs had not been obviously invaded, 29 were diploid
and 37 were heteroploid.
阅怎噪藻泽 泽贼葬早藻 则藻造葬贼蚤燥灶 憎蚤贼澡 阅晕粤 糟燥灶贼藻灶贼 5 cases with Dukes A stage had no DNA heteroploid; 41 cases with Dukes B stage had 17 cases of diploid and 24
cases of heteroploid among them; 32 cases with Dukes
C stage had 9 of diploid and 23 of heteroploid; 9 cases
with dukes D stage had 1 of diploid and 8 of heteroploid. DNA heteroploid cases concentrated on B and
following stage mainly. The DNA heteroploid incidence
of B stage was 58.5%, C was 71.9%, and D was up to
88.9%.
蕴赠皂责澡 灶燥凿藻 皂藻贼葬泽贼葬泽蚤泽 26 cases have lymph
node metastasis while 61 had no lymphatic metastasis,
the metastasis rate of lymph node was 29.9%. The content of heteroploid accounted for 88.5% in lymphatic
metastasis cases but only 52.5% in no lymphatic metastasis cases. Statistical assay indicates that there is remarkably difference of DNA contents between lymphatic metastasis group and no metastasis group (责<
0.05).
栽澡藻 则藻造葬贼蚤燥灶泽澡蚤责 遭藻贼憎藻藻灶 泽怎则增蚤增葬造 则葬贼藻 葬灶凿
阅晕粤 责燥造蚤凿赠
We made a follow-up survey on this group and
found 7 patients had tumor metastasis (recurrence) 1
year after the operation. Among them DNA diploid was
in one patient whose recurrent tumor was totally exercised by re-operation. And DNA heteroploid was in 6, a-
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栽葬遭造藻 员. The relationship between lymphatic metastasis and DNA content
DNA content
Lymphnode metastasis
Yes
No
Total

Cases
Diploid

Heteroploid

3
29
32

23
32
55

26
61
87

X2=4.835 责<0.05
栽葬遭造藻 圆. The relationship of content of rectal cancer cell DNA and 5-year survival rate
DNA content
Total

Life cycle
逸5 years
<5 years
Total
5-year survival rate

Diploid

Heteroploid

29
3
32
90.6%

2
34
55
38.2%

50
37
87
57.5%

X2=6.429 责<0.05
mong them 3 had already presented widespread metastasis at the time of going to a doctor and no chance of operation, the other 3 cases had operations again (2 was
basic radical operation, 1 was palliative operation). 21
patients had tumor metastasis in 3 years, among them 7
were diploid and 14 were heteroploid. 5-year survivors
were 50 cases. Carrying-tumor survivors were 12, and among them were 4 cases of diploid (3 once had twice
radical operations) and 8 cases of heteroploid (3 had
twice operations and 1 had three times excision). In this
group 37 patients lived less than 5 years after operation,
among them 11 less than 3 years (3 less than 1 year),
while 50 cases up to more than 5 years (5-year survival
rate is 57.5%). There is obvious relationship between
the rectal cancer cell DNA ploidy and, 3-year survival
rate, 5-year survival rate after operation and tumor recurrence. And re-excision rate is obviously different between different ploidy after recurrence. This group
shows that tumor recurrence rate increases obviously
and 5-year survival rate decreases with the increase of
rectal cancer cell DNA ploidy. The difference between
two types of ploidy is remarkable (责<0.05). The relationship between DNA content and 5-year survival rate
after operation is shown in Table 2.

阅陨杂悦哉杂杂陨韵晕
Appraisal of rectal carcinoma growth way, malignant degree and prognosis depended mainly on patho-

logical characteristics such as tumor stages and histology grading in the past. In recent years, with the rapid development of molecular genetics and application of the
automatic cell's detection technique, the view that DNA
content is closely related with the biological behavior in
the tumor cell was put forward. Tumor cell presents
DNA content increasing often because of nucleic acid
metabolic abnormity or variation of chromosome. Tumor presents high DNA content and more heteroploid
cell should show obvious malignant degree and poor
prognosis[3].
Local infiltration, lymphatic metastasis of rectal carcinoma had close relations with DNA heterogeneity. In
this study, DNA heteroploid increases obviously with
rectal cancer cell's differentiation degree decreasing, and
it is significantly different from diploid content. The rectal cancer with DNA heteroploid has stronger ability to
infiltrate surrounding tissue than that with DNA diploid.
There is between remarkable difference of DNA content (责<0.05) lymphatic metastasis, and non-me-tastasis,
which indicates heteroploid rectal carcinoma is easier to
develop lymphatic metastasis than diploid carcinoma.
This is the same as previous reports [1,4,5,6]. This study
shows traditional pathomorphology grading can differentiate obvious paramorphia tumors more accurately but
differentiate the tumors which has similar morphosis but
different biological behavior difficultly. So combining
DNA content determination with traditional pathology
grading should be beneficial to judging tumor malignant
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degree.
Research has shown rectal carcinoma cell DNA heteroploid appeared mainly on Dukes B and C stage.
Diploid and heteroploid appear in Dukes C higher than
Dukes B obviously. With the tumor metastasis and infiltration, the incidence of cell DNA heteroploid increases
significantly[7,8,9,10,11]. This indicates that DNA ploidy style
and chromosome conformation of rectal cancer cell are
closely related with its growth, infiltration and lymphatic metastasis. Shigemichi, et al [4]. measured 148 DNA
content of rectal carcinoma with FCM and found that
21.6% of high heteroploid (HAP) content tumor occurred distance metastasis, but the distance metastasisin
low heteroploid (LAP) content and diploid (DP) were
6.4% and 2.8% respectively after operation, there is statistical significance between them (责<0.05). We made
the follow-up survey of this group and found 5-year survival rate of diploid and heteroploid case was 90.6% and
38.2% respectively (statistical significance, 责<0.05).
This indicates that with the increase of DNA content
and abnormal ploidy degree of carcinoma, the prognosis is getting worse. Consequently the detection of content of rectal carcinoma cell DNA ploidy should be an
important index of prognosis appraisal.
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